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LAWYERS ASSOCIATED WORLDWIDE
ELECTS NEW VICE CHAIR
GHR Rechtsanwälte AG Attorney Marc Grüninger
to Serve Two-year Term
Minneapolis, Minnesota (5 November 2016) – Lawyers Associated
Worldwide (LAW) elected Swiss attorney Marc Grüninger to a twoyear term as vice chair of the Executive Committee for the
international legal network. The election was held at the 2016
Annual General Meeting (AGM) in London, England, UK on 22
October 2016. His law firm, GHR Rechtsanwälte AG, has been a
member of the organization since 1993. LAW is a global association
of nearly 100 independent law firms located in over 50 countries.
With access to 4000 lawyers worldwide, membership in LAW
allows member firms to service the legal needs of clients that are
expanding their operations and relationships into new domestic
and foreign markets.
Mr. Grüninger practices in mergers and acquisitions, energy and
natural resources, financing, and corporate and commercial law.
He has been a partner at GHR since 1992. He is a member of
several bar associations, including the Swiss Bar Association SAV,
Berne Bar Association BAV, Zurich Bar Association ZAV and the
International Bar Association. Mr. Grüninger previously served as
the LAW treasure until his election in London in October. Prior to
his service as treasurer, he has also served as secretary of the LAW
Executive Committee.
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Lawyers Associated Worldwide is an association of nearly independent law firms located
in over 50 countries. Membership in LAW allows member firms to service the legal needs
of clients who are expanding their operations and relationships into new domestic and
foreign markets because of the increasing globalization of the business world. LAW’s
practice group areas worldwide cover corporate (including business formation and
dissolutions, partnership and shareholder issues, board of director issues), mergers &
acquisitions, commercial transactions, banking / financial services, taxation and real
estate, along with a number of others, such as intellectual property and labour &
employment.
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